Organizational Change

1. Organizational Change (As of March 1st, 2014) ※Major change only

<Automotive Products Sales Headquarters>
TRI announces that it will change the name of said organization to the “Global Automotive Products Sales Headquarters” for the purpose of strengthening its structure to handle globalizing operations.

<Automotive Hose Business Headquarters>
We will also put the “FAST Development Department,” established on February 1st within the Automotive Hose Engineering Division of the Automotive Hose Business Unit, under the direct control of the Automotive Hose Business Headquarters. The establishment of the department was aimed at promptly generating synergies in joint operations with Dytech-Dynamic Fluid Technologies S.p.A. (based in Italy, DYTECH in short). The company became our subsidiary in February 2013 and “FAST” stands for “Fluid Automotive Solution Technology.”